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letters:
Of Christ and Man
To the Editor:
To become a Christian should
never imply becoming less Chicano,
Afro-American, Indian, etc., and
more Anglo in one's way of living.
Often the church has confused the
prevailing Anglo culture with
Christianity. Often the church as a
part of status quo society has raped
minority groups of their culture and
brainwashed them. This is absolutely
contrary to Christ. If I wrap Christ
up in my culture and offer this
package to a man of another culture,
should I wonder if he rejects the
package and appears to reject the
Christ wrapped inside?
If I care about communicating
Christ to a man, I must first unwrap
Christ from my culture and second
present Christ according to the other
man's culture - accepting his culture
as valid in all respects except where
it unquestionably opposes the person
and work of Christ and his principles
of 1) love God with your total being,
and 2) love your neighbor as
yourself.
None of us want a brother's
keeper to look after us - we want a
brother's brother who is as willing to
learn as he is to teach. It is much
easier for the church to give
handouts than it is to expose and
eradicate prejudice or risk its neck to
bring justice for the oppressed.
If a man appears to reject Christ,
maybe it is because he has received a
distorted image of Christ, trapped in
strange trimmings.
Don Schrader

Less Apathy. Plea~e!
To the Editor:
Discussion of the general apathy
prevalent today has been primarily
concerned with politics - especially
the politics of war. But, what of the
apathy one sees daily in regard to
such human afflictions as epilepsy.
Epilepsy is fairly common but, at the
same time, generally regarded with
apprehension; people do not want to
become involved. In other words,
they will not give assistance to a
person in covulsions or, by
implication, give such a person
consideration as another human
being.
Recently, an epileptic had a
seizure just off campus. Around him
there were over 20 people, mainly
students. They all stood by as this
person banged his head onto the
pavement and nearly rolled into the
traffic of Central Avenue. I was left
alone with that man and am glad
that his was not a violent seizure as
alone I could do very little.
First aid courses that, among
other things, will deal with epilepsy

are being scheduled by MASH. I urge
everyone to take advantage of these
courses to learn to act during such
emergencies. If we are to be
concerned with the agony of war, we
must first be concerned with the
anguish of the individual.
Patrick G. Calhoun

Walk, Don't Drive
To the Editor:
Rick Doig's letter (Feb. 16)
expressed his concern (as a
non-driver) for the terrible problems
the parking meters are causing for
drivers.
I would suggest that perhaps Doig
has missed the point of the meters.
Possibly they are installed to
discourage students from driving. I
suggest the following for students
with "five classes in a row" and
parking problems:
1) Walk to school (best); 2) ride a
bus to school (next best); 3) if
neither one or two is appropriate,

fjkhf~/!I/41:;)>;Tti/)/V'{lf:

drive an'd arrive 10 minutes early and
park in the designated free student
parking lots.
.
. ,
I do not feel it is the Umvers1ty s
duty to make it possible for all
drivers to park within 100 feet of
their classrooms. I would prefer to
see cars banned from streets
altogether and restricted to parking
lots. (I am a driver.) If betweez:-class
breaks were extended to 15 mmutes
we could walk anywhere on campus.
We would be better off for the
exercise and our atmosphere would
be less polluted.
I wish Doig and other disgruntled
drivers would get just as upset over
pollution their automobiles cause as
they do about the minor
inconveniences caused them by
having to park, say, in the north
parking lot. (No one is "forced" to
park on Roma.)
It is sad that we tend to get
indignant about such trivialities
while ignoring the super-problems we
should be turning our attention and
efforts to.
Lois Kieffaber
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Union. Employes 'Disgusted' At Way Things Are Run

:-.; Union Board Feb. 19 voted to
4:;
.(b. ld a "full investigation" of
procedure for dismissal.
l.tJ
. fy~ arges of "poor management" in
When Tafoya pointed out he
.liN\"'\
the
Union
and
worker's
was
fired without this prior
·""'"""'"'!""1 '::: complaints regarding wages,
notification of poor work, he was
·'"·~·>,'!
alleged racial discrimination and
given his job again. He said Baun
J lack of proper grievance channels,
had previously advised him not to
·" · •·· ~..
. Following the meeting, Union
fight the decision and said he
....., VDirector declined comment on the
(Tafoya) could transfer to a
charge of poor management.
semi-skilled position at a pay cut
Joey Maes, a work-study
of 50 cents an hour to avoid
student with a Union job, told
marring his record with a
dismissal.
board members many workers
were "disgusted" at the way the
Union is being run, and at "being
treated as less than human beings."
"There is a growing number of
Union employes who feel a full
investigation of the management
of food service and the
ASUNM President Eric Nelson
maintenance department is in dismissed Don Lindsley as committee was given $6000 less
order,'' she said.
Chairman of the Speakers than the committee preceding it.
The, board will hold an Committee, Lindsley was replaced Another thing was that we never
had a full committee, one faculty
emergency meeting this week to by Bob Wood.
member never showed up and
determine the procedure to be
Nelson said Lindsley's
followed in the investigation and dismissal, effective Feb. 18, (Dean Harold) Lavender rarely
to discuss a corollary request the "came after an initial attempt to came to scheduled meetings." He
board be enlarged to give fulltime have him act like a responsible added that, "I had an incredible
workers two representatives and chairman failed." He added that time with the committee itself, we
student employes two his problems with Lindsley had would sign a conf,ract (Max
representatives. If adopted the climaxed with failure to bring Rafferty) and then renege on it,
additional four members would Peter Watkins to speak on people were constantly
undecided."
bring Union Board membership to campus.
16.
He called his dismissal "inane,
Watkins, producer of such films
Photo by Chuok I·'~il
Acting chairman of the board, as "The War Game" and "The considering the committee's work
is finished."
Sunday's snowfall provided the Don Schlegel, said he would look
kind of mushy, highly into the legalities of investigation Anderson Platoon," was to speak
Nelson said the appointment of
compactable stuff that makes the by the Board before the here soon after semester break but Wood, a graduate student, would
Target Practice
most fearsome snowballs. One emergency meeting. The time and due to a communications mixup be for the rest of the year.
UNM student gets in some target date of the meeting have not been won't be here for at least a
month. Nelson said Lindsley had
practice before seeking a real announced.
told
him for the past two weeks
snowball battle.
ASUNM President Eric Nelson,
that
Watkins would soon be here
a board membl'r, said he would
when
in actuality no one had even
examine both the ASUNM conta-:ted
him.
Constitution and the Union Board
added
that the Watltins
Nelson
Charter to determine the proper
controversy
was
an indication
authority of each and "how it "that Lindsley didn't
want to do
could b!' changed."
FORT WASHINGTON, Pa.
the
work
expected
of
a
(uPI) ·- A letter complaining
The Union Board's chairman." In additioncommitteC'
he said about Philadelphia air pollution
constitu tiona! charge is to that Lindsley showed "a complete
cn.using "sore eyes in many
A study of student"formulate policies for the
disregard for the committee and people, ineluding my husband and
operation of the Union."
administration and student- were adhering to those hours were
instead pushed through his own
faculty
channels of not seeing too many
He also said IIC' had talk!'d to pet projects. He would delegate myself" was auctioned for $3000
students--four
to
five
per
week,"
communication at UNM the report concluded.
UNM's Equal Employment authority and when someone Saturday.
The letter was written by
concluded improvement in
Opportunity Counsellor Narciso crossed him would rescind it."
Go ldhaber recommended
Martha Washington to a niece,
Gallegos about the problem.
communication is needed but
Lindsley said that the Fanny Washington, on April 13,
there is "a definite lack of student professors ''re-examine their
"A duplication of investigation
commitment to office hours," and would be detrimental," Nelson controversy over Watkins "wasn't 1794, and was part of rare
interest."
a "less formal" setting said, adding he assumed the Union entirely my fault. I don't see how documents auctioned for a total
The study, a report to President suggested
than
the
professor's
office,
this type of mixup justified of $41,740.
Ferrel Heady, was compiled by
Board "has the authority to dismissal."
He said that the
Rap
Sessions
investigate anything in the
Bruce and Bernard Gimelson,
Gerald Goldhaber, assistant
immediate reason for his firing of nearby Chalfont, Pa., declined
Goldhaber
praised
the
Union" and could "recommend might have been because of
professor of organizational
to name the buyers of the nearly
communication and liaison bimonthly meetings of Heady action to be carried out."
Watkins but added, "I was 250 rare autographs, letters and
with
students
in
the
Union
In connection with the pending
between administration and
lounge, and suggested other investigation the Board passed a dismissed more for personal books.
students.
reasons than objective reasons.
At least five of the
Goldhaber's findings showed administrators hold similar motion calling for a moratorium I'm glad to be through with this
meetings.
However,
he
concluded
Revolutionary War vintage letters
on suspension of any Union committee."
there is a lack of student
were written by or signed by
applicants for positions on the open door policy of the top worker until the investigation is
Lindsley then traced the
University committees, and that seven . administrators was not completed. The Union employs problems of the committee which George Washington.
One Washington letter sold at
re Ia t i vely few students take attracting many students, partly some 125 persons, both fulltime "hampered us before we even
$2500 attempted to barter "25
advantage of administrators' open because of secretaries "who may and parttime workers.
started." In the first place our barrels of flour for a she·ass."
door policy of faculty office act as barriers between the
students
and
administrators."
hours.
The report stressed most
However, Goldhaber also found
secretaries
"ittteract positively"
problems with the committee
with
students,
but concluded
system, faculty hours and open
most
of
those
do
not "serve in
door policy themselves.
offices
which
most
frequently
'Committee Re-examination'
interact with undergraduate
The report recommended students." The study
re·examination of the committee recommended such secretaries be
system at UNM because students transferred or replaced.
lack interest and faculty members
Mandatory Evaluation
could use the time for office
The
report also recommended a
hours or teaching.
mandatory system of instructor
"Consolidation and elimination evaluation based on student,
of inefficient committees should faculty and administrative imputs
be considered, and where students which would serve "student needs
do ttot have a significant voice on for better instruction, faculty
University committees, they needs for immediat.e feedback and
should be given input, perhaps in administrative needs for valid
the form of ex-officio seats," the faculty advancement decisions."
report suggested.
No formal method of instructor
Students have equal evaluation presently exists at
representation to faculty or UNM "despite the Faculty
administrators on 50 percent of Handbook's indication that good
the committees, and both teaching was o.ne criterion
students and administratol's lack considered for faculty
representation on about one·fifth promotion," the report stated.
of the committees, the study
In addition, the study
found.
recommended establishment of a
Office Hours
•
University ombudsman,
In additiott, the report supplemented by ombudsmen in
concluded professors are in their individual colleges or departments
offices only about half the time to deal with grievances at a local
during posted office hours.
level.
Photo by Chllck Fcil
"The office hour does not , Goldhaber plans to release a
Pictured above is the lounge area of the newly completed Law
appear to be an effective channel report on faculty - administration "
School building ott the north campus.
.
of communication between and universH;y ·public channels of
A memo from the School of Law dean's office circulated Feb. 17
studettts and faculty members at communication in April and a
Lawyer's Territory
seeks l'estriction of use of the facility to "Law School personnel,
UNM. Only 59 percent of tht~ third report on student, faculty
members of the State Bar and authorized guests."
sampled faculty were maintaining and administrative channels
To enforce this policy Law School Dean Thomas Christopher said
their posted hours and those who individually .itt June.
signs restricting use will be posted and persons in the building may
be asked to present identification.
Q:)

Lindsley Out as Chairman
Of Speakers Committee

Martha Washington
Complained in Letter
About Air Pollution

Students Lack: Interest
In U Committee System

A ·short Lessor;z:
Joi1zing the Middle Class

By TIMOTHY LANGE
Reprinted from the Colorado Daily
Having listened for years to
parental guidance on becoming
hopelessly middleclass, I decided last
week to take the plunge.
Now as all good citizens know, the
quickest way to establish oneself as a
respectable middle class person is to
obtain a good credit rating. It
doesn't matter whether or not you
owe any money, or even have much.
That doesn't give you a good rating.
A good rating is achieved by
latching on to a bank credit
card-like the SuperCharger. And I
decided to get one.
Boulder has a myriad of banking
institutions, all of them equally
·hostile and suspicious of students.
My choice was narrowed to one bank
·by the fact that only the Seventh

\

National Colorado Arapahoe Bank of
Boulder and Niwot issues a
SuperCharger card to its customers.
Wisely forgetting my principles (the
first step toward becoming middle
class:) I trimmed my hair and put on
my conservative three-button and
made the trek to the Seventh
National.
Not wishing to break the new
hitchhiking ordinance, I walked the
entire way-47 blocks.
The teller directed me to station C
where she said the clerk would help
me open a new account.
And the clerk did. I filled out the
very short application form in two
minutes, deposited $50 and saw that
amount stamped in my very own
bankbook with a cover embossed
with the gold letters of :my very own
·name. I also got a candy dish made
in Singapore. The clerk smiled. I
smiled. She frowned.
I asked, "What about my
SuperCharge card?"
She smirked.
I didn't see what there was to
smirk about until she brought out
the SuperCharger forms. The stack
was four inches thick. She went into
a spiel that was about as intelligible
as the Group W Bench in Alice's
Restaurant. Then she brought me
two ballpoint pens. I began work on
the forms.
I had arrived at 1 p.m. By the time
I finished filling out the forms,
which included questions about my
great grandmother's premarital
sexual activities, the bank guards

were locking the doors.
The clerk smiled.
I half-smiled from the pain my
writer's cramp was causing.
She explained to me that once I
got the SuperCharger card, I would
be among the elite of the
middleclass. "This may be the most
important contract you ever sign,"
she said and pointed to the dotted
line on still another form.
This one had no blanks to fill in.
The type was about the size of the
edge of a platinum-coated razor
blade. The contract, as she called it,
was 12 pages long. I knew I should
read it. I also knew I didn't have
time.
"Can I come back tomorrow?" I
asked.
"Sure " she said, "but you will
have to
out all the forms again."
Immediately I signed.
I knew I was home free. My
parents would be pleased. I had
taken that first momentous step. I
was middle-class.
The clerk smiled. I smiled.
I asked, "All right, where's my
SuperCharger?"
She pulled out of her desk drawer
an iron shackle with a heavy
two-foot long chain. On the end of
the chain was a plastic eard with the
glowing letters which spelled
SuperCharger. I started to bolt, but
she grabbed me.
The next thing I remember is that
the shaekle had been snapped onto
my wrist. 'I'he thing must have
weighed 15 pounds.

fill

----·----

She then informed me that I was
now the proud owner of a
SuperCharger . . . and had become
part of the Seventh National's
corporate property.
"The card " she said "is good for
'
'
all debts incurred
in your
personal
purehases. You should be aware that
it is not good for groceries,
automobiles, rent or clothing. And
another thing, it's only good in
Boulder. As property of the bank
you must report here once a week to
explain in detail your purchases of
the previous seven days.
Understoodt'
"Yes," I moaned.
"Good," she said. "That's all."
I started out of the bank, my
SuperCharger eard seraping the floor.
The clerk yelled.
"And one more thing. Don't lose
that SuperCharger.''
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The UNM Campus Police at Work
I

Security

Seiler and another officer prepare to check two men entering a
University power plant branch. University Police are responsible for
security on the main, north and south campuses.

Dispatcher
Randy Roberts, one of six
student dispatchers employed at
the University Police Station,
answers a call from a patrol car on
campus. Student dispatchers work
the evening and early morning
shifts on weekdays and the
daytime shift on weekends and
holidays,

Photos byChuckFeil
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Getaway is not just going
home, it's going somewhere new
and_ doing something different, so
~ send in the coupon and let
~ us send you our free
Getaway Vacation Kit.
The kit has a book covering

standby basis, plus reduced
rates at most places where
you'll be staying.
~4 And then there's TWA's
~ free Getaway Card.
With it, you can charge airfare,
hotels, cars, meals, just about
everything. And then take up
to two years to pay.
Mail in the coupon for TWA's
free Getaway Vacation Kit.
And find out how easy
getting away really is.

Four Foot

BLACK LIGHTS
Bulb and Fixture
15.95 Complete

Strobe Lights

Officer Jack Seiler tickets a car
parked illegally where other cars
would have to back into it to get
out of the parking lot. Seiler said
campus police ticket flagrant
violations, and most of the
daytime shift is spent dealing with
traffic problems.

34.95

We have a wide selection
of sacadelic lighting thousands of posters to
choose from. Corne see our
Black Light room at Ho.6rman town.

Tickets

19 of the world's great cities.
It has three brochures, one
on America, one on Europe, and
one on Africa, Asia, the Orient
and Pacific.
It has the
independent Getaway
Brochure. For people
who want to
·travel by themselves.

Two Locations
435 San Mateo NE
256-7241

Suspicious

Hoffrnantown Shopping
Center
296-0311

BankArnericard/Master Charge

"I may appear to be suspicious
but that's my job." Officer Arthur
Stodder works primarily late night
shifts where problems arc mostly
those of building security rather
than traffic violations.

It Beats the Parking Problems

JOe FARE

for Downtown shojJjJers

Area-Lomas to Coal
& Broadway to 8th
(Note: As long as you board and
aJig.JH within Lh lrC<t your fare· is
· only 10¢. Sorry no Hansfcrs on 1Or
·fares)

. ALBUQUERQUE
fJ''l<UH it ·

..J)y fem
5.

.,__ _ ALBUQUERQUE POETS-NEW RELEASEs--·
Bill Pearl man-Surfing OIT the Ark ...... , ............... $150
Acid Rhetoric ... The Etuorbital Freak
Kell Robertson-Oh, I'd Sing Alri~lll .................... $150
Itinerant Country & Western & Blues Singer
Gene Frumkin-Tiw Rainbow Walker ................... $1.10
.Scmitivc Sttrcalistic Vision of N.Mex. Scene

If you're between 12 and
21, we can give you our
Youth Passport card~ It gets you
33 1h% off domestic flights, on a

puhJi,hcd by

Grasshopper Press

LIVING BATCH LTD
2406 Control SE
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Military Gov'ts Tend

Students Work While Learning

To Neglect Problems

Co-op Program Sponsors On-The-Job Training

Military governments in Latin anti-American sentiment is often a
America traditionally have failed result and is later translated into a
due to built-in shortcomings. This nationalistic spirit. The creation·
was the general consensus by four of this nationalistic sentiment
experts on Latin American affairs would allow the military as an
during a panel discussion Feb. 19. institution to adopt progressive
"The mmtary's programs are attitudes in government," Merkx
superficial and transitory and concluded.
never provide the basis for a
"The military alienates and
progressive organizatior;J," said creates apathy in the rest of the
Martin Needler, director of populace," history professor
Inter-American Affairs. "When German Tjarks said. Tjarks was
the military takes power, it once a member of the Argentine
emphasizes nationalism, military during the Peron Era.
patriotism and later Tjarks felt "the military to be
modernization."
very reactionary throughout Latin
Needler argued that because of American history." "The military
the emphasis on creating a produces a negative influence on a
nationalistic spirit, military democratic form of government
governments tend to neglect vital and causes civilian governments to
domestic problems, in turn become more radicalized when
causing disorder and unrest. they return to power."
"Failure is caused because a
Despite Latin American
military government does not military governments'
reflect the will of the masses it shortcomings however, Sidney
neglects, it even denies the Craig, a visiting professor in
existence of a social class political science and journalist,
conflict," Needler added.
asserted that "Latin Americans do
"The military is outside and not necessarily oppose military
around the class structure and governments, especially when
concerned solely in it's own civilian governments fail."
self-preservation," Gilbert Merkx,
In light of the present military
assistant professor sociology.
government in Peru all the
"The U.S. military has had a members of the panel could not
great influence on the Latin discard the possibility of a
American military because many successful military government if
of its members have been trained progressive attitudes in its internal
in the United States. An structure were adopted.

Undeclared War Measure
Faces Committee Fight
SANTA FE (UPI)- A bill war," said Lopez, one of the bill's
sponsored by two Democrats and co-sponsors.
a Republican was introduced in
State Senator Emmet C. Hart
the New Mexico Senate Friday, (D-Guadalupe • Quay· DeBaca)
which, if approved, would
main sponsor, said "I think this is
prohibit use of new Mexico
a good way to bring to the
servicemen in undeclared wars, attention of the public the feeling
such as Vietnam.
that this war is illegal. I don't
The measure is similar to a
think it is within the president's
Massachusetts law aimed at testing
authority to do what he is doing.''
the legality of the Vietnam war.
The third co-sponsor was Sen.
"Whether this bill passes or not,
Antony Lucero (D-Bernalillo ).
we are trying to bring to the - Hart said the New Mexico
people of New Mexico the
measure was patterned after the
thought that we do not like the Massachusetts law. It calls for a
Vietnam war," said State Senator
U.S. Supreme Court test of the
Junio Lopez (R·San Miguel). "It .is
measure's validity.
our way of saying please stop the
The bill was referred to the
Senate Public Affairs Committee,
where it was believed to have only
a slim chance for passage.
The measure would prevent
New Mexico residents from
serving "outside the territoriial
limits of the United States in the
conduct of armed hostilities not
an emergency and not otherwise
authorized in the powers granted
to the President of the United
States.... "
Hart said he felt there were "a
lot of people" who did not agree
with the United States' current
Vietnam war policy.

3025 CENTRAL NE 255-4851

MOUNTAIN
CHALET

14 engineering students are cooperative program is
working in industry instead of "graduated" so that students can
attending classes this semester as acquire skills by working towards
part of a cooperative University- higher positions while still in
industrial program.
college.
The College of Engineering
''A second semester freshman,
Cooperative Educational Program for example, would go to work as
is sponsoring the 14 students in a technician. After several work
work with various companies for a phases, he would have graduated
semester or "work phase," to a much higher level," said
learning on-the-job skills with full Grace.
salaries.
''A cooperative engineering
Dean Charles T. Grace, assistant student could leave school and
dean of engineering, said the begin work for a company with

American Youths Express
Doubt to Withdrawal End
Doubts on whether the United
States can ever withdraw
completely from Indo-China were
expressed by nearly half of the
young people aged 14-22 who
were polled nationally by
Seventeen Magazine recently.
Although half state that wars
are inevitable, seven out of 10
claim that no such thing as a "just
war" exists.
More than half of those polled
state that women rank equal to
men in educational opportunities,
marriage obligations and
opportunities of self-fulfillment,
but many do not believe women's
chances are equal in jobs, equal
pay for equal works or politics. In
spite of this, more than four out
of five oppose additional. laws to
protect women's rights and only
one-third see a real need for the
women's liberation movement.
Most believe that American
Indians and blacks receive the
most unfair treatment in this
country, and three out of five
think that hatred between blacks
and whites will not always exist.
Almost all refuse to believe that
Martin Luther King was the last
hope for peaceful co-existence of
the races, and more than four out
of five do not believl! that the

Photo by Chuck Feil

Militarism Discussion

Gilbert Merkx left and Sidney Craig, were members of a panel on
Latin American :Umt~ism held Feb. 19 at the International Center.
Merkx brought up United States influence on the Latin American
military and Craig the people's reaction to military governments.

Exploitation of Southwest Causes Criticism

WEST Plants Pollute Desert
By BILL MARLING
This exploitation of the
Reprinted from the
Southwest for the benefit of
Daily Utah Chronicle
California has caused tremendous
(Editor's note: This is part two
criticism of the California utilities
of a series on utility company
by conservationists. Southern
development of the Colorado
California Edison Co's
River area.)
vice-president., Howard P. Allen
Citizens of southern California
defended his company's position
have grown tired of the acrid,
this way.
eye-smarting air that is presently
''Eight years ago, when we
part of the price for electricity.
started negotiations, the Indian
Strict new state and local
had a great desire to create jobs
anti-pollution Jaws have been
and income, the states wanted a
passed. These make it
larger tax base and we wanted to
economically impractical for
help with air pollution here
utilities to build new operations in
(California) by locating in those
the areas they serve, because fossil
areas and diversifying our fuel
fuels produce more pollution than
resources. At that time we were
the law allows. Other power
welcome. We were not considered
sources seem closed. Everyone is
damaging to the environment. As
paranoid about geo-thermal
we look back now, it does not
power, sources of hydro-electric
look so good."
power have been used up, and
Criticism's Heat
even the proponents of nuclear
Edison feels the heat of
power seem frightened of its
criticism and the threat of new
inevitable radiation.
pollution laws in the Southwest
1964Meet
and says it will probably not
Until they needed power, they
participate in any desert plans
saw nothing special, nothing of after the construction of the
value in a "desert." Nobody much
Kaiparewits Plant, which is the
lived there, except Indians, so
last and biggest of the planned
nobody would object to the air
WEST plants.
pollution. The outcome of the
Edison also issued a booklet
19 64 WEST meeting was the ·entitled "Edison and the
decision to build the Four Corners Environmental Crisis," in which it
plant immediately.
explains its dilemma to its
The peaceful little towns of customers. "As one way to meet
Shiprock, Waterflow and
increasing power demands, Edison
Fruitland didn't know what has been turning to
they were in for.
power-generating sources which
35-yr. Life Span
are distant from Southern
The WEST plants are California. Resistance has
unusual ... They are huge and no
developed, however, even in such
single utility could afford to build remotely located projects. People
one. They use enormous amounts living in these areas oppose
of low-grade coal, most of it the power plant because they feel
strip-mined on Indian land. They their local resources should be
buy water at $7 an acre·foot from
used to serve their own local
the Department of Interior, needs. Many who live along the
whereas the commercial rate in routes of the overhead
the area is $28 to $30. Their transmission lines required to
expected life is only 35 bring electricity to Southern
years-then all the coal will be California express opposition for
gone.
aesthetic rea&on."

One of the men in charge of
building and operating the power
plants doesn't feel there is any
environmental problem.
'Improved Environment'
L.M. Alexander, associate
general manager of the Navajo
Plant said, "Electric energy has
been and continues to be, one of
the most effective ways man has
found to improve his
environment. Because of
electricity, the environments of
our homes, factories, offices and
public places are vastly more
comfortable in daytime and
nighttime in summer and winter.
In terms of every day life of the
ordinary citizen, I think it fair to
say t h t electricity has vastly
improved the quality of his
environment."
Alexander predicts power
rationing unless the Navajo Plant
is operating by 1974. "Our
responsibilities as utilities are to
make sure there is enough
electricity to operate every air
conditioner, heater and other type
of electrical appliance our
customers may want to use."

ICAMPUS BRKEF§ I
ASUNM Conunittees

Cutlure Remnants
Other people feel the ecology
of a unique piece of earth and the
last remnants ol' ancient Hopi and
Navajo culture will be destroyed
in realizing such a future.
The Central Clearing House of
Santa Fe (an environment
organization) however says this:
"The power consortium is
concerned with producing cheap
electricity to fill mushrooming
demands and makes no attempts
to find ecologica·Hy feasible
alternatives. If an area as rich in
culture and beauty as the
Sout.hwest is allowed to undergo
the worst form of environmental
degradation, there is little hope
man can survive his own act of
exploitation."
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Schwinn Continental
• 10 speed
derailleur gears

hiking and camping.

99.95

• Sports style
handlebars
• Duci . . Position
caliper brake
levers

for rock climbing,

1970 model 25 in.
frame brown

• Twin-Stik'M gearshift controls

Courteous service with a, com-plete line of mountaineering
gear.

Gerry

•

Alp Sport

North Face

SALE!
Limited number of these fine
bicycles available.
Special25 in. frame size
accommodates men & women
over 5'1 0" tall

SKI JACKETS AND
1\CCESSOIUES
20~f OFF
1406 Eubank NE

298-4296

DEALER FOR:

• HARTLEY • KLIPSCH • SAE
• SHERWOOD • DYNACO .
e BENJAMIN MIRACORD
• SHURE • SEEBURG
• STANDARD RADIO
• SCOTCH RECORDING TAPE
• WATTS RECORD CLEANERS

John Bakas has been named to
the new position of Coordinator
of Orientation and Advisement at
UNM.
Harold Lavender, vice president
for student affairs, said Balcas
would assume his duties
immediately. Bakas has been
program development assistant in
UNM's Latin-American Programs.
In the new post Bakas, a 1968

(MOST OTHERS AVAILABLE)
"WE SUGGEST YOU SHOP, THEN
COMPARE OUR PROFESSIONAL ASSISTANCE, SERVICE POLICY, AND
PRICING BEFORE YOU BUY"

Complete COMPONENT
Systems-$215 up
By Appointment

Aller 6:00

& Week-Ends
Phone: 265-5105

Repair 1\: ~laintcnancc
on all foreign cars

'Joreign Car Specialis1s
333 Wyoming Blvd. NE
I'J'<!c I\stimatcs

265·!5901
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University's Cultural
Awareness Center
Gets HEW Funds
The Department of Health,
Education and Welfare has
allocated $270,910 to UNM's
Cultural Awareness Center for the
center's third year of oi;Jeration.
The Center was established to
make New Mexico educators
aware of cultural differences and
the way they manifest themselves.
"Our sole purpose is to bring
about mutual respect, based on
understanding among the cultural
groups of the state," John
Aragon, center director, says.
Addi tiona) emphasis during the
next year will be on technical
assistance to school districts
seeking to identify cultural
projects on which to work,, and
cultural awareness seminars
oriented around subject matter
areas, such as history or social
studies.
The new contract increases the
alloeat•ion to the Ctmter from
$165 000 provided the first. year
and $240,000 for its second year.

NRW MEXICO LOBO
••

t

D. H. Lawrence's "The Virgin
And The Gypsy," playing at the
Lobo Theatre through Tuesday, is
unlike any movie I've seen in ages,
maybe ever.
It's lyrical. It flows, with
gentleness and beauty and truth.
It is totally romantic.
Viewing it is like reading a good
book- director Christopher Miles
lays it all out before you, never
startling or challenging. No one is
going to shake their head, grin and
say "Wow!" at the movie's
conclusion, but I found myself
smiling slightly and deciding I
wanted to sit through it againonly the seco'nd or third time I've
ever done that.
Not that it was so sub tie there
were things I wanted to catch the
second time around. It's a simple
story set in northern England in
the '20s, but one which is as
current as America, 1971. Yvette,
a minister's daughter, finds herself
confined in a town, a family, a
way of life where "nothing ever
happens." Each time she tries to
open a window for "a breath of
fresh air," everyone else calls it a
"draft." But it's obvious from the
beginning that she has too much
spirit and life to allow herself to

become trapped,
Joanna Shimkus as Yvette and
Franco Nero as the gypsy are the
most attractive leading pair in a
long time, though Nero's acting is
limited to only a few lines and his
set of piercing blue eyes. But the
role doesn't call for much more,
and the rest of the cast is
excellent. Especially good, besides
Shimkus, is Fay Compton as the
grandma who keeps everyone
dangling by a nervous string with
her mostly-feigned senility.
But descriptions in the usual
sense can't do justice to this
beautiful film. No one, but the
very sentimental, could take a
steady diet of romantic films,
especially since few can achiev<'
r o rna n tic beauty without
becoming maudlin. But this one's
a sensitive cla.~sic. See it for escape
and pure pleasure.
Charles Andrews

-·

WANTED
Someone to read to a blind person.
Mostly modern poetry. All good stuff.
Must read well. Regular basis, about
FIVE hrs/per week. ~2.00 hr. Call
evenings before 9:00 PM 898-5783.

There's the drug scene
-the Peace Movement
-the Environmental Thing
-and the business of living
and learning in a university setting.
Some people at the Newman Center would like to be part of the
action, to help some things happen, to be part of the solution on
campus, not part of the problem.

If the things above concern you, get in touch and lei's do something.
Mark Farrell
Ed Nash

Bert Rauenhorst
Joe Welch
247-1094

Aquinas Newman Center (Across from Black Studies)

Eyeopening fashions from
Stromberg's Spring collection,

Poetry Night

Henry J. Abraham

graduate of UNM with a political
science-Spanish double major, will
have responsibility for devising a
university•widc orientation
program for new students with
some followup, said Lavender.
The new post concentrates
activities which previously had
been adjunct to another job, the
UNM vice president said.
Bakas was director of UNM's
International Center for two
years.
"My fundamental job will be to
handle new student orientation
for the university," Bakas
explained, "but at the same time
work closely with those groups,
both official and student, who
have been involved with
orientation in the past. I will work
closely with department heads
and try to stress the academic, as
opposed to social, aspects of
ori<!ntation."
"The University's new system
of eal'ly registration is planned to
be in full effec(; by the Fall
semester of 1971.

two year's of experience and
seniority through this program,"
Grace explained that although
cooperative education began 50
years ago, the movement is
comparatively new in this state.
New Mexico State University
(NMSU) began cooperative
education programs 10 years ago.
Students are placed in various
companies through cooperative
advisors. Since the program
enables industry to save money on
recruiting and offers a better
chance to attract qualified help,
many big businesses have joined
cooperative education programs.
Grace said the engineering
program is looking for companies
to hire students on a cooperative
basis.
"The program can only expand
as fast as companies hire
engineering students," said Grace.
"The companies are helping
themselves and making a
contribution to engineering
education through this program."
Grace said he hopes 25 percent
of the engineering students will be
in cooperative education within
three years. At present
engineering enrollment figures,
this would amount to 150
students in the program.
"This figure is in line with the
experience of other schools in
cooperative education. For
example, NMSU has about 125
students in the cooperative
program although they've been at
it for 10 years."
The year-old program received
its first break-through when two
students, Allen Gauler and Louis
Wankel III, were hired by Mobil
Oil in Midland, Texas. It was the
first time co-op students were
placed with industry outside of
New Mexico.
The other twelve students on
work phase this semester are:
Richard Erdman, Harry Ives,
William Shover and Steven West
with Kirtland Air Force Base;
Cedric Drake and Fred Shelley
with Edgerton, Gemeshausen and
Grier; Dick Holtman, Marion
Larragoite and Lee W. Phillips
with the State Highway
Department; Harvey Heikkila with
Eidal; David Weatherman with
Gulton.

UNM poets are needed for the
poetry reading March 3. The
reading, sponsored by
Thunderbird, will be in the Union,
room 250-D at 7 :30 p.m. If
interested contact Jeff Hudson or
Mike Kelley in the Thunderbird
office, journalism building, room
205.
Leave your name and class
during office hours, Wednesday
and Friday from noon to 1 p.m.
and from 2:30 on.
The Thunderbird is also
accepting contributions for its
second issue.

Phi Beta Kappa visiting scholar
Henry J. Abraham will give a
public lecture entitled: "Laws,
Lines and Limits: Obligations and
Privileges in a Democratic Society

New Orientation Director Named

Virgin and The Gypsy
A Sensitive Romantic

in TurmoiL" The leeture will be
Feb. 25, 8 p.m. in the Kiva.
Abraham has been a political
science professor at the University
of Pennsylvania since 1962. He
received that university's first
award for "Excellence in
Undergraduate Teaching." Some
of his books include: Freedom
and the Court: Civil Rights and
Liberties in the U.S., and The
Judiciary: The Supreme Court in
the Governmental Process.

Applications for the following
ASUNM Committees will be
accepted Feb. 22 and Feb. 23:
Athletic Council, Campus
Safety Committee, Union Board,
New Student Orientation, Popular
Entertainment and Speaker's
Committees,
Radio Board, Student Court,
Student Standards Committee and
the Union Program Directorate.
Applications may be picked up
in the ASUNM offices on the
second floor of the Union.

has boots!
CUSTOM
COMPONENTS

Black Panthers are. being
persecuted.
·
Air and water pollution seemed
to be the major concern of
today's young people, according
to the poll. Virtually all would
vote for stricter laws to prevent
further pollution by industry and
two out of five believe that some
government officials are being
paid by industry not to enforce
anti-pollution Jaws.
The totals give the 1972 vote to
Edward Kennedy, Richard Nixon,
Eugene McCarthy, Edmund
Muskie and John Lindsay in that
order.
Although young people hold
more liberal views than their
parents in sexual matters, about
half evaluate youths' attitudes on
sexual morality as too free. In
comparing today's standards with
those of their parent's era, three
out of five assert that pre-marital
sexual experience is more
prevalent today.
Three in five believe that
religion is still needed in the
world, and one-third claim that it
is needed more than ever now.
Personally, three out of four
currently belong to a church or
temple.
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Some of the good things
the Trend Shop is into.

Occult Science
A meeting on occult science in
a lecture series by Roger Jackson
will be held March 2, 3, 4 at 7:30
p.m. in the Union theatre.
Admission is $1.50.

GSA-ASUNM
POETRY SERIES

Shop

presents

Stan Rice
Monday-Feb. 22
8 PM
SUB Rm. 129
FREE

•WINROCK
eNOB HILL
.DOWNTOWN

POETRY READING
Pa.ge. 5

Monday, Vebru.1ry 22, 1971
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Lobos Had Miners Beat,
But No One Told Charlie

I

By J> A UL FLECK
The Lobos keep finding new
ways to lose basketball games.
Saturday night, trying to be the
first team in the WAC to beat the
UTEP Miners on their own court,
the team was winning by thr"'e
points with but 15 seconds
remaining, Then Charlie Brakes, a
new addition to the Miners this
year, decided that his team should
·win the game. So Charlie won it
for them.
He connected on a short jump
shot to cut the margin to one. The
Lobes took the ball in bounds and
got it to the best ball handler on
the team, Petie Gibson. Gibson
just had to get the ball up court
and the Lobes had the victory.
But as luck would have it, about

FUN

FUN

'If:

OKIE'S

lOc BEER
Every Tue. 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices I 5¢
Dancing Every Nite
Central at University

FUN

FUN

midcourt the ball struck
something on the floor and took a
bad bounce right into Charlie's
hands, The appreciative Charlie
went downcourt and coaly sank a
20-foot jump shot just as the
buzzer ended the game. Result-a
68·67 win for UTEP, the Lobos'
fourth straight loss, and an
agonizing trip home for the
luckless Lobos.
'I'he Lobos played well but it
did not matter, They shot 58
percent from the field, Sl percent
from the foul line (thanks to a
conference record performance
from Willie Long who was 15 for
15), and played aggressively the
whole game,
Long had a superb night,
padding his league · leading
scoring position with 33, John
Johnson broke out of his scoring
famine with 12 points, most of
them coming in the second half
when the Lobes were building up
an 11 point lead. Gibson had nine
points and seven assists.
The Miners appeared doomed
in the middle of the second half
when a Lobo hot streak gave the
team that ll·point bulge. But the
Miners took advantage of the
famous Lobo cold spell which
occurs every game at about this
time. The Miners outscored the
Wolfpack 17 ·6 over the next seven
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minutes to tie it with three
minutes remaining. The Lobos
snapped out of it in time to stop
the Miners from blowing right by
them and managed to get the
three point spread before Charlie
went to work. ·
The Miners got balanced
scoring from Brakes (with 15
points), Dick Givvs (21) and Scott
English (16). The victory
preserved the Miners slim hopes of
winning the. conference although
UTEP's Charlie Brakes
other action around the league
was discouraging from an El Paso
point of view.
l!tlllll!llillllll:I:IIIIIIIJiilllllllllilllll'lli!llli!:llil!llllill:lllllilillllllllllll!llllillllllllllllllillll 11111!11:111111111!11lllllll'lllllllll'll'll'lllill/1!11ii!IIII/IIIIIIII/IIEIIIIIIIIIIIIIIiiiiiiiEIIIIIII/il!ill:/illll:llilll
All three of the teams who are
leading the conference, WOIJ. road
victories Saturday. Utah beat
Wyoming, 83-79, Brigham Young
Conference
All
squE'aked by Colorado State in a
w
L
w
L
double overtime thriller 98-92,
Arizona State
7
3
15
7
Brigham· Young
and Arizona State trounced their
7
4
15
9
Utah
7
·1
downstate rival Arizona 95·83.
13
10
Texas·El Paso
6
4
12
9
BYU and Utah dropped a half
Colorado State
G
G
14
9
Wyoming
game behind the ASU Sun DE>vils
5
7
10
12
New Mexico
in the conference standings by
3
7
13
9
Arizona
2
8
9
losing Friday night while the
13
Devils were idle.
1

Conference Standings

Grapplers Use Depth
To Capture Tourney
Last Saturday UNM placed
fourth in the Lobo Invitational
Wrestling Tournament because
they accumulated relatively few
second and third place points
compared to the top three teams.
Since then the team has
learned. This past weekend they
supplemented one first place with
five seconds as they captured the
Sun Devil Wrestling Tournament,
the first tournament victory in· the
history of UNM.
The tournament in its ninth
year was composed of six teams.
The Lobos collected 68 points to
second-place finisher Arizona's
61. Illinois State tacked down the
third notch with 52 points,
followed by tournament host
ASU at 33, Ft. Lewis with 31 and
Stanford with 23.
Heavyweight Alan Peterson
captured the only first place title
for the Lobos. Peterson defeated
John Hiles of Ft. Lewis in
overtime on a referee's decision.
His victory over Hiles was closest
the Ft. Lewis heavyweight has
come to beating Peterson in four
attempts.
The Lobos second place points

BUY A

came from Mike Johnson at
118-pounds, Roy Devore at 126,
Dave Romero at 13·1, FrE'd
Paynter 158 and Dave Van
Meveren at 190-pounds.
The victory by the Lobos
overshadowed a 21·11 loss lo
Arizona the day before the
tournament began. The loss to the
Wildcats gives UNM a 6·4 overall
record and 3·2 standing in the
WAC.
Against the Wildcats the Lobos
managed only three victories. The
Lobes' points were scored by
Fred Paynter's decision at 158,
Dave Van ME'veren's win at 177
and Alan Peterson's forf<'it victory
at heavyweight.
This Saturday the Lobos host
WAC wrestling power BYU in
Johnson Gymnasium. The BYU
match concludes the dual meet
season fo1· the team and leaves
only the WAC Championship~ on
March 5·6 in Laramie, Wyo.
UNM vs. Arizona (UNM listed
first)
l18-Mike Johnson dec. by Dale
Grummit, 7-0; 126-Roy Devore
dec. by Gary Kukuk, 6·3;
134-David Romero dec. by TE'rry
Stuehrenberg, 4-2; 142-Bob
Kelly dec, by Lance Harrison, 4·2;
150-Mike Liebee dec. by Tom
Pierson, 7·5; 158--Fred Paynter
dec. Art Clark, 8·0; 167-Davc
Jasko dec. by Bill Bell, 11·0;
177.-Dave Van M~vercn d!!_c~
Pr01s, 2·1; 190-Tam Bl!Groat dec.
by Paul Wagner, 7·2; HW--Alan
Peterson, NM, won by Forfeit.

I
I
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Rams Deal N M First Tank Loss of Year

By ROGER RUVOLO
After extending their unbeaten
season record to 7-0 with a win
over Wyoming Friday evening, the
UNM swimming team dropped a
66·4 7 decision to WAC-power
Colorado State Saturday
afternoon at the Johnson
Gymnasium Pool.
In all, four records were
rewritten in the meet, with the
Lobos claiming two school
records and the Rams with two
new pool marks. The Lobo
400-yard medley relay team of
Rick Klatt, Bob Frank, Greg
- Sudal and Steve Craven bettered
by three seconds the old mark in
that event with a 3:38.65
clocking, and Mark Combs swam a
2:02.33 in the 200-yard individual
medley. Despite his record·
breaking performance, Combs had
to settle for second place behind
CSU's Rick Cooley in that event,
as Cooley set a pool mark with
a2:01,70 clocking.
The other pool record set by
CSU came when Ralph Hutton
turned in a 10:36.27 timing in the
1000-yard freestyle.
The Rams claimed the meet
mainly with their depth, which is
seen in the fact that the Rams
held a 7 ·6 first place edge over the
Lobes, splitting the relays and
diving events evenly. But, the
Rams claimed eight runnerup
spots to only three for the Lobos.
Neither team swept a single event.
The meet's only double winner
was Ram Jake Kuijper in the
50-yard and 100-yard freestyle
events. Kuijper was timed in
:22.42 in the 50 and :48.90 in the
100.
Hutton, a Canadian product,
was a silver medalist in the 1968
Olympics at Mexico City in the
400-meter freestyle and the
200-meter backstroke champion
at the Pan American finals three
years ago. Hutton bettered the old
pool record by a full three

IF WE ACT NOW TO STOf> POPULATION
GROWTH. we have a chance lor
[a) fresh a1r to breathe. clean water 1o drink
(b) hfe '"a world w1th w•ldhfc, Wilderness
(c) a chance to use our Ia;( mone>' to IMPROVE
our med•cal. edueatronaf, and soe•al ser·
v1ces, mstead of paytng for more (not beUer)
roads, schools, parkmg lots. hospllals. etc.,
tn a desperale struggle ro keep up.
(d) world peace

1r WE DO NOTHING (LET NATURE TAKE ITS
COURSI:). •I sa sure bet we Will gel·
(a) •ncteased f'OIIUIIOI'I and destruchon of our
a1r. water. and so•l
(b) a chance 16 wear a gas mask'" our Clites (a
reality m Tokyo today)
(C) a world on a treadmtll struggling to keep
even, but la:lhng la.rther behmd oach day
{d} mcrcased rnlernat1onal tensions caused by
conipelltiOn 1or the earth's hmrted resources.

WHICH WORLD 00 YOU WANT FOR YOUR CHILDREN> WHAT CAN YOU DO NOW>
(1 J Drop oul ol the numbers game. If you have more than two krds STOP. Bettor yet. try ro lirrut your
famtly to no more than 2 chrldren Thrs rs the only way we cun stop pClpulatron growth

(.2J Jorn and support ZERO F'OPULATION GROWTH. tlnd cas I yout vole for a Quahty lrfo forevoryone.

zero population growth
P. 0, Box 14144 Albuquerque, N.M. 87111
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Thinclads Capture Third
In WAC Indoor Track
Led by Reid Cole's record setting performance of 1:10 in the
600-yard run the Lobo track team
finished with 90 points and third
place in the WAC Indoor Track
Championships this past weekend
in Salt La.ke City.
The meet was won by UTEP
with a total of 155 points
followed by last year's winner
BYU with 125.
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Why No Revolt?
Why wasn't there a full-scale
revolution during the Great
Depression, a time when the
nation was seemingly ripe for a
major upheaval? Jim Kennedy will
explore this question Feb. 23, in
the Newman Center's Santo
Domingo room at 7:30 p.m. The
public is invited to this Free
University class on the American
labor movement.

____

I

A NEW FILM BY PETER WATKINS
GRAND PRIZE 1970 INTERNATIONAL
SCIENCE FICTION FILM FESTIVAL.

7:30 & 9:30
Mon. & Tue.
SUB Theatre

IN IAITMANC0\011, A SANllltiWS FILM FltOM NfW liN! CINlMA

CLA§§KFIED
ADVER'"fK§KNG

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be mode in full prior to insertion of advertisement
•

FORRENT

WILL 'l'RADE our beautiful house In
mountains for one nonr UNM. 266-4024.
2/25.

a

'J:Wo

MALES TO SHAHE RENT of
bedroom house near Carlisle and Co ..
mnnche. 3603 Mcscn1cro Ct. N~I~ ...........comc
by rmytimc nfter 7 P.M. 2/23

FORSALE

1066 MGD. Excellent condition, rndlnl tir~s.
School forc<'!l aale. 299-2007. 2/25.
1069. CB350 Honda, less thn.n 3800 mil,es.
Like new $16o0; Bell helmet, 71 togs mcludcd. 842-6659 2/25.
IS YOWl. BUG BALD 71 Cnll the boys nL
266-0303 for the best in V.W. rubber.
Snlc 011 ilOW! 2/22
USED 'rV's & S'rE!tEOS. Hnvc some
chcmpi<!s. Accept t.rnd~ina. 1212- Snn
Mntco NE.
COMl'ONI•:NT S'UJ!tim, rcnlistie. nmrli·
fier dunl t.urntnbJt', dunl clC"ment AJlC'nk(_~rs.' Coller.-e Jntt 1 room no. 23Jl1. __2/2:!
1064 SAAU, I;XCI•JLI,I•JNT cmlll!'riON.
$776. H9S-34H7, cvenfnm<. 2/23
.
GoO cc. BSA 'l'hundorbolL 19G?· I•:xN'il<!ttt
Condition. v08 AmhcraL N.E. 2/22
r,r•ivr BJ•Jr,r, BOTTOM .mANS. ':ou .ncc<l
'(lm, W~ hn.vc 'em~ IJobo . M~n s Shop,
2120 (lonlrnl s.J•:. 2•l3·fi0o4 2/26
iUilf,(iADILLA-0 CCJNVJ.;ttTlHLI•l. Jo'ull
uow<~r~ il•, pt'('tl1hlm whltc•wnlls. $1 ,l:iOO.
26G-0347. 2/20
-· '"·---- -·--- ........
_,_.--.~

UNM, 2:04.88; 3. Rader, CSU,
2:06.45.
500 Freestyle: 1. Sharp, CSU,
5:07.59; 2. Hutton, CSU,
5:09.02; 3. Nielson, UNM,
5:10.14.
200 Breaststroke: 1. Frank,
UNM, 2:21.75; 2. Benklman,
CSU, 2:23.70; 3, Combs, UNM,
2:25.99.
Three Meter Diving: 1.
Ducharme, UNM, 209.30: 2.
Proulx, CSU, 187 .10; 3. Forti,
csu, 165.90.
400 Freestyle Relay: 1. CSU,
3:13.40; 2. UNM, 3:14.92,

I

SERVICES

BASIC l'HOTOGRAI'HY COURSE form·
inrr. taught by nrt-nnd-money-orlented
professional.. Four dnss hours w~kJy,
arranged, 16 weeks. DnrkroomJ field
trip!l. eritiqurn. Tuition Joos thnn UNM,
elnss limited to eight. 265-2444 or zgo.
7145 nny time" ot day or nh!ht. Tell your
friends. 2/23
FRESHMI.)N AND SOPHOMORI,&-Phys·
ics nnd Mnth tutorinrr. Harold, 344-D~~G.
2/22
!,gATHER, SANDALS AND CLOTimS
custom mnde. Phone 243-4614. Lowest
Ptici'S. 2/11

1000 Freestyle: 1. Hutton,
CSU, 10:36.27; (pool record, old
record 10:39.60); 2. Sharp, CSU,
10 :42.83; 3. Nielson, UNM,
10:55.90.
200 Freestyle: 1. Klati, UNM,
1:46.78; 2. Christianson, CSU,
1:47,28; 3. Lashbrook, CSU,
1:50.70.
50 Freestyle: 1. Kuijper, CSU,
:22,42; 2. Faunce, UNM, :22.60;
3. Koehm, CSU, :23.26.
200 Individual Medley: 1.
Cooley, CSU, 2:01.70; (Pool
record, old record, 2:01,80); 2.
Combs, UNM, 2:02.33 (school
record, old record, 2:02.40); 3.
Rader, CSU, 2:05.61.
One Meter Diving: 1. Proulx,
CSU, 202.40; 2. Forti, CSU,
196. 70; 3, Ducharme, UNM,
188.80,
200 Butterfly: 1. Craven, UNM,
2:91.21; 2. Lashbrook, CSU,
2 :04.93; 3. Combs, UNM,
2:07.29.
100 Freestyle: 1. Kuijper, CSU,
:48.90; 2, Christianson, CSU,
:49.13; 3. Klatt, UNM, :49.14.
2 0 0 Backstroke: 1. Fuller
UNM, 2:04.34; 2. Anderson,

I

Hair Mal~ Cat (8 mo.). He is very
lonely. If yours, !>lease rnll 345-2083.
2/22
LOST: WOMAN'S WHITE GOLD BI~N
l!US WATCH. Reward. Call 277-275~.
2/24
LOST: $10 REWAHD for whit<> aplnnl
not~book of Geography 332, 471 and
4R1 notes. Ted DuBois, 277-aa7L 2/26.

·-~~-~~-

NI~W L\'fl~XI<'() .LOBO

winning the three meter
competition with a score of
209.30.
400 Medley Relay: 1. New
Mexico (Klatt, Frank, Sudal,
Craven) 3:38.65; (School record,
breaks old mark 3:41.92, old pool
record, 3:40.70); 2. CSU,
3:43.64.

Reid broke the old conference
record of 1:10.2 in the 600-yard
run, set last year by BYU's Paul
Hackett, to give the Lobos their
only first place finish. UNM
collected a total of one first place
finish. UNM collected a total of
one first place finish, one second
place finish, two thirds and two
fourths. First place winner UTEP
had five firsts,three seconds, and
----··-~----~
one third and fourth. BYU
'
/
. ........
finished with two firsts, four
" ,-:·-.. '
-~
1
seconds, four thirds and two
fourths.
:i~:,"
UNM's Richard Mauck finished
\
I
second place for the Lobos in
in
r
,.;-~;..,.
the 60-yard hurdles. His time of
-,
~
' 7.3 was three-tenths of a second
behind UTEP's Paul Gibson who
won the meet in seven seconds,
tying his meet record in the event.
One of the Lobos thirds came
in the two-mile relay. UNM
finished the event in 7:47.6 to
first place UTEP's 7 :42.3. Tom
Ericson collected the other third
place in the 1000-yard run.
In the 440-yard dash Mike
Fredrickson finished in fourth
place for the Lobos with a time of
49.6. The event was won by
BYU's Saimoni Tamani, who set a
WAC indoor record with a time of
47.6. Matt Henry of UNM also
Reid Cole
with a time of 49.6 in the
finished
.............. .
-------·-440.
Ulf Nilsson captured the second
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
fourth place for the Lobes in the
1)
PERSONALS
5)
FORSALE
600-yard dash. His time of 1:11.5
AQUARIUS-LBT THB SUN SHINE IN
~ NEW ZIG-ZAG SEWING MACHINES
was three-hundredths of a second
YOU!t LU'R l'~n<onnlizrd introdurtioa
with full factory guarantee. Nationally
behind Ralph Mann of BYU.
B('rYiC'(',
Find companionship through
advertized brand to be sold for $29 mch.
Aqun.riu:~. 13y uppoirttml.'nt only. 266~3979.
1\fonthl,y payments avnilnble. United
The Lobos failed to place
2/23
I•'r~ight Sales, 3920 San Jllateo, open 9
anyone in the 60-yard dash, the
to 9. 2/4 · - - - - - - - - - - , - , TO WIIOMI~VER borrowe<l my Schurrnnnn
finals of the two-mile run,
& Shdl Communist Chinn for Pol. Sci.
30 POHTABLE TV's. $30 to $60. 441
880-yard run and the long jump.
342=-l'l('n.sc- rl't.urn it to H.m. 205 JournalWyoming N.E. 255-5987. 3/5
ism Illdrr. or send it throul!h rumpus moil,
In the distance medley the lobos
DAMAGED STEREO CONSOLES. These
I need It bnrlt! Cynthia Willinmo.
consoles ltnve wa.lnut finish and BSR turn.
were disqualified.
NOTICE: ALI, CI,ASSIFIIm ADS must
tablen. These sell for $59 each. United
Greg Jones of UTEP set an
br in by 3 p.m. to run the followinp; dny.
Freight SalO>I, 3920 San Mateo. Open 9 to
9. 2/5
NCAA
record in the 1000-yard
i: r.ovg YOU my little r~d-hnired jelly
1969 YAMAHA 100rc. Good Condition.
run. His time of 2:07.5 bettered
hcnn frcak~-Kar<'n. 2/22
$200 or best offer. Call 277-2969. 2/26
by three-tenths of a second the
!lANNY IN Tlm RlT-DYim lHURT:
Smiit• for- mf:l. D<'nis('. 2/22
7)
MISCELLANEOUS
NCAA mark set by Wisconsin's
Ray Arrington in 1967.
USED RECORDS-256-0205. This $2.50 ad
2)
LOST&FOUND
is n rip ofL Deb. 2/23
Jones' mark, however, will not
SHEP~COLLm l'UI'l'Y l,OST by Food·
stand
because his run was not
C!U}ATIVB
MINDS
!
Thunderbird
wn.nts
WnY Tuosdny. Lnrrro rewnrd. 1413 B.
your best poetry. fiction, art, and phoGrnnd N.};, 2/24
made
at
the annual indoor NCAA
tov.rap11y lor spring issue. Deadline April
meet.
1st. Uoom 205, Journalism building. 2/2G
FoUND IN YALE l'AHK: Gray Short

5)
W!lh 100 m1lhon MORE Amen cans 35 years from now, wh<n wrll our krds be lacu'ig?

seconds and was a full six seconds
ahead of the nearest contender.
Ram diver Tom Proulx, a
NCAA champion gymnast last
year, and Lobo Bob Ducharme,
spent the afternoon testing each
other's talents, with Proulx taking
first place in the one meter diving
with 2 0 2.40 and Ducharme

·~-"
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seems that word of the
comfort of the new Law School
building has spread around and that
non-law people are beginning to use
the building as a place to rest, study,
nap, etc. The intent of the building is
that it be used for Law School
personnel, members of the state bar
and authorized guests, and the law
students and the faculty will not get
the benefit of the building unless we
enforce these regulations. So, we are
posting signs restricting the use of
the building and we will be se~king
to enforce this in every way ...
"There is no intent to prevent a
law student from bringing his or her
spouse or date into the building, or
for a law student to bring a friend in
to show the building. What we are
after is to prevent outsiders,
University students and
non-University students, from
turning the Law School building into
a public area.
"To bring this off, we are going to
have to ask people to identify
themselves and so if someone asks
you who you are, please don't get
mad because you are not recognized
as a student. Just identify yourself
and join in our efforts to make this
the best law school building in the
United States."
"It

editorial
~Keep

Then1Bums
And
Student Scum
Outa Here!'

letters:

Lobo
Letter
Policy
The Lobo welcomes letters to
the editor. All letters must be no
longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and
telephone number must be
included with the letter or it will
not be considered for
publication. Names will not be
withheld upon request. If a letter
is from a group, please include a
name, telephone number and
address of a group member. The
letter will carry that name, plus
the name of the group.
The Lobo will publish letters
as space and the number of
letters received allows.
The Lobo also welcomes
Bernas. Bernas are unsolicited,
signed guest editorials which do
not necessarily reflect the
editorial policy of The Lobo, or
the policy of ASUNM, GSA or
UNM. Bernas may be any length,
but may be cut due to space
limitations.

who has an urgent call of nature
outside the education complex. They
wouldn't be allowed in to use the
restrooms because they are for
education personnel only.
And pity the poor legislator who
comes to UNM to tour the buildings
he helped allocate funds for. He'd be
thrown out of every building on
campus because of such priorital
attitudes. The Union would hot even
be safe, for if every other building
closed its doors (except to those
with specially issued pass keys), it
would be overrun with the winos,
drug addicts and general riff-raff
(University students or
non- University students) who
frequent the campus.
In other words, the whole thing is
so much bull. Taxpayers and
students are, and should be, allowed
into every nook and cranny of the
ca.111pus, including the Law School.
But we suggest that Law School
Dean Thomas Christopher change his
building policy to fit the generality
of an open campus before he is
trampled by herds of
anthropologists, architects, chemists,
bums, winos, riff-raff, students and
other sight-seers ... who just happen
to be taxpayers .. .
Sarah Laidlaw

f113"1 clj r
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~~,q~preme Court Upholds Right to Protect Fish, Wildlife
. ·7{ 7
1'/,.¢. tl

By CHARLOTTE MOULTON
WASHINGTON (UPI)- The
~upreme ~ourt refused Monda~. to
:u:t~rfere With a lo:ver court decrswn
grvmg A.rmy Engineers broad. new
authorr.ty to block pnva~e
constructiOn solely to protect fish
and wildlife in coastal waters
· by a
The court denied an appeal
group of Florida developers who
sought to build an island on
submerged land they own in Tampa
Bay
.·
.
T~e burlders argued that the
Engineer Corps could deny
permission for the project only if it
rn_vol.ved navigation. A. Feder~
Distnct Court agreed With therr

argument but the 5th U.S. Circuit
Co':~ of Appeals overruled that
declSlon.
.
.
'!he Supreme Court m a bnef
a~tr<;>n let stand the Appeals Court
fmdmg.
In other major actions following a
four-week recess the court·
-Agreed to ' hear next· term a
government appeal of reversal by an
appeals court of a jury finding that
the Swedish film "Language of
L ove " was o b scene an d was proper1y
confiscated by customs authorities.
The case may give the justices an
opportunity to revise the present
legal. yardstick for de~ert?ining if a
movre, book or magazme IS obscene.

-Agreed to decide next fall or
winter whether unions have
mandatory bargaining rights over
changes in benefits affecting retired
employes.
_
.
. Turned down an appeal by erght
Grmnel (Iowa) College students who
· d th e~
· ac t 0 f st nppmg
· ·
c1arme
at a
school public lecture ~as a protest
prote~te~h un~e~t the nghts .0 { free
~pdeec ·t e erg were convrc etl of
m ecen exposure.
Although the ecology ruling
specifically involved only a Florida
project, the Supreme Court refusal
to hear t~e ~ase was expected t? give
conservatwmsts a new weapon m the

NEW
MEXICO
I

fight to protect the environment.
The Circuit Court, describing the
case as one of "spectacular public
importance," reversed a decision by
a Federal District Court at Tampa
that the engineers had no authority
to deny the permit since the
d . l d.
ld
t . t f
propose
IS an
wou no m er ere
with
navigation.
But it said this was "before man's
explosive increase made all, including
Congress aware of civilization's
po t en t'·ra1 d' es t ruet'ron f rom breath'mg
its own polluted air and drinking its
own infected water and the
immeasurable loss from a Silent _
Spring_ like disturbance of nature's
economv."
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ISRAD's Judicial Study
Already Having Difficulty

'We Don't Normally Discriminate-But We Have A Strict Rule Against Greek Maryland Ex-Governors!'

GOU'tLUD
LIS

Ah Hem, Dean Christopher
To the Editor:
, Congratulations to you, Law
School Dean Thomas Christopher,
for issuing your far-sighted edict on
the use of the new Law School
building. It is certainly refreshing to
know that there is one UNM
administrator who is firmly
committed to enriching the
university experience.
Critics of your policy statement
may claim that denying entrance to
the new Law School building to such
outsiders as "University students" is
destructive to a sense of community
at UNM. They might even say that
this is a perversion of the purpose of
a public building. Of course, they
don't realize that a certain Decorum
must be maintained.
No one could question your stated
desire to make the new facility the
"best law school building" in the
United States (hopefully the world).
After all, the name of the game is
Rights of Property, isn't it?
Once again, congratulations, Dean
Christopher, for your contribution
to the betterment of American
society.
GSA President Bert Hansen,
Vice President Jim O'Neill

Sound like a pamphlet for a CIA
training school? Or, except for the
last two words, a Communist
country? It's neither.
.
The quotes are taken from "Las
Noticias," a newsletter put out by
the dean's office at our very own,
newly-built and plushly decorated
Law School building.
No one likes bums in the hallways.
But when they are tax paying bums
who helped pay the costs of the Law
School's fine new house, they should
be allowed in the front door or
anywhere else they care to go. And
students should be allowed to go
anywhere they care to on campus,
for our buildings are, after all, public
buildings.
Many students are taxpayers as
well, and we have thus helped pay
for the Law School building twice:
once through taxes and again
through tuition. It is galling, to say
. the least, that we are ryot even
allowed in the classrooms our money
built.
Through the precedent set by the
dean's office of the Law School, the
policy of keeping unwanteds outside
could be carried to unthinkable
degrees. The anthro students could
barricade their doors against political
science majors. Heaven help anyone

... ...

Stoney End

By PETER KATEL
District Attorney) and ex-police
The new ISRAD · sponsored chief (Paul) Shaver."
program to investigate and
Harry Stumpf, political science
improve the functioning of the professor and former project
criminal justice system of director of an OEO Legal Service
Alb uq uerq ue and Bernalillo study, termed ISRAD's failure to
County is encountering consult the academic departments
difficulties even before it has "intellectually dishonest."
officially started.
He also said ISRAD lacks "a
The program is to be financed proper working relationship with
with a $297,600 grant from the the academic departments" at
Law Enforcement Assistance UNM.
Administration (LEAA), a branch
Blumenfeld said the close
of the Justice Department. The relationship planned between
University's Office of Public researchers and criminal justice
Information announced Feb. 15 agencies is an attempt "to get the
LEAA had made the grant.
system to change and to improve.
However, J.A. Wiegmann, One of the ways to get them to is
assistant comptroller in charge of to get th!'m involved,"
Another criticism of the project
contract and research accounting,
said yesterday the contract had is the predetermination of
not been received by his office. research method. According to
Cu tlin<" by CaS<'Y Church
"It needs to be reviewed before the proposal systems analysis will
be used. Blumenfeld described
The anatomical possibility of the many cubic inches of human
we can sign it."
body fitting in between the few cubic inches between the two
Arthur Blumenfeld, associate systems analysis as "a broad
boulders is doubtful ... maybe it is a hollow rock?
director of ISRAD, said he had approach" which "looks at all
been told by LEAA officials that aspects of the problem
the grant would be made. "We are simultaneously."
David Stratman, of the
expecting the contract daily." he
sociology
department, sole
said.
criminologist
on campus, said
The entire sociology
department and several members such research "must leave open all
of other departments have scientific avenues without an a
growth," he said. "It's proven
The group recently ran a full
expressed strong opposition to the priori commitment to any one
whPre 70 percent of the haze in page ad in a local paper asking ISRAD project. The sociology approach."
Stratman characterized systems
our air comes from unpaved New Mexicans to come to Santa department faculty. members
roads," he added.
Fe and talk to their representative summarized their views in a memo analysis work done previously in
(Please turn to page 2)
Another problem encountered or wire him asking support for to Nathaniel Wollman, dean of the
is the state's watt'r resource House Bill 16, sponsored by Rep. College of Arts and Sciences.
ability."
James Koch (D·Bern.)
It's primary criticism is that
According to one study
The ad called on the 30th neither sociology faculty members
completed New Mexico presently legislature to "Act decisively to nor the Law School was called
has a water supply sufficient to protect the interests of the upon to help in the planning of
provide from 3/4 million to l'h existing population of New the criminal justice research
million people.
Mexico."
program.
Two microphones valued
And it objects to ISRAD's
at $150 were stolen from
handling of the project in relation
the Union ballroom last
Wednesday.
to students. "The pilot study
Senate Finance Committee Sen. David Loy, Finance could offer many students in
The 631 model
tonight will face funding requests Committee chairman.
Electro-Voice microphones
sociology, anthropology,
from campus organizations
were taken from
The Research Allocations psychology, economics and law a
totalling more than $3000 over Committee, a joint ASUNM·GSA splendid opportunity to become
microphone stands shortly
the amount of money Senate has project which allocates funds to actively involved with a large scale
after the area was vacated
left to allocate.
by the Spurs who had an
students doing original research, experimental project. ISRAD has
afternoon
program there.
has
requested
$1500.
done
nothing
so
far
to
promote
Bills asking for a total of
Union
Director Ron
People's
Park
has
requested
this
most
legitimate
interest
of
the
$25 207.38 have been introduced
Baum said the Union night
in 'senate to fund various $2070.83 to complete the park. student at UNM."
manager, George Delaney
The faculty members also
organizations and projects. Senate Most of the material and labor
walked
through the
used
question
by
the
park
committee
was
"the
exclusion
of
the
has $22,000 left to allocate for
ballroom
around 5 p.m.
donated.
appropriate
department."
They
Hte rest of the semester.
Delaney
reported
that the
Native
American
Studies
assert
exclusion
raises
questions
Six individual UNM women's
area
was
"in
fine
shape"
at
requested
$2778,
the
first
money
about
the
program's
purpose,
sports teams are asking a total of
that
time.
the
organization
has
requested
whether
it
is
aimed
at
$6777 to attend intercollegiate
When an operator arrived
improvement of law
national meets. Women's sports fromASUNM.
ten
minutes later to
0
ther
req
U!'sted
allocations
enforcement,
justice
and
presently receive no money fl'om
dismantle
the equipment, he
include
$250
to
the
ASUNM
rehabilitation
programs,
or
the UNM athletic department.
noticed the microphones
Advertising Department; $7 24.48 whether it is meant simply to
The ASUNM Statistics and to establish a Women's buttress governmental decisions in
were missing and
Research Committee has Coordinating Center to provide
immediately contacted
the realm of law enfotcement."
ro?quested $3100. Last semester UNM women with a place to
Delaney.
An
advet·tisement,
published
in
the committee released reports on meet; $240 to fund an the Albuquerque Journal Feb. 5
Baum said the
student housing and the expedmenl.al 252 Spanish section; seeking directors for the progtam,
microphones wete etched
University Booksto1·e, and is $122 to Agora; $590 to Gay
with a "property of New
also drew criticism in the memo.
requesting funds to do additional Libetation; $960 for a ditto and
Mexico Union"
The requirements, stated in the
research.
identification so that "it
stencil machine for use by all ad, that a candidate for the post
Two st'parate bills ask $11 00 students; $200 to buy pencil "have the ability to interact ~ would be almost impossible
apiece t.o establish an Office of sharpeners for classl'Ooms all over effectively with public official'' l:!J to sell the microphones."
Anybody who might have
Consumer Affairs and an ASUNM campus; $1200 for Veteran's was called "offensive." "We don't §
information on the missing
Travel Office. However, last week Against the War; and $3033 to know how many of the faculty
Senate Steering Committee Kiva Club to sponsor Indian members possess the required ~ microphones are asked to
contact Baum at the New
recommended combining the two dances and speaket•s next yeal'.
qualifications. But some people
Mexico Union.
offices, and if this is done, the
Finance will meet at 5:30p.m. that obviously qualify are
budget request would be cut, said in Union room 250·B.
Alexander Scetcsse (Albuquerque

Concerned Groups Support Bill
Will Allow State to Set Up Environmental Regulations

If The
Shoe Fits
By BARBARA MORGAN
Movies, a great American tradition
have, alas, fallen by the wayside of
crass commercialism. Once they were
a haven for young couples in need of
a place to neck, of wino's looking for
warmth during long winter nights
and of the "fans," lovers of
moviedom 's marvelous giants who
loved, hated, killed and generally had
a good time up on the screen. Once
all these things, movies have become
merely TV in a dark crowded
room-commercials and all.
. This grave disappointment and
realization of the horrendous
influence advertising has had on the
American way of life, comes from
viewing commercials before theatre
performances of first run popular
movies in the theatres. What has
happened to us all? We are assaulted
by roadside signs leaning out, each
farther than the other, screaming
mutely for us to buy hotdogs, gas,
flowers, beer, dry cleaning and
almost every kind of service or plain
vice a man can peddle to make a
living.

Commercials are everywhere, TV,
radio, suspended in the air from
planes or literally written on the
wind. The products we buy brashly
brag about themselves on their labels
by proclaiming marvelous internal
qualities to be purchased and
explored by the witless consumer.
The cars we buy proclaim their
name in artistic chrome lettering.
The calendars we use laud the merits
of insurance companies and drug
stores. Even the poor merchant hard
up for advertising money can get his
own store's name hung out front (for
free) if Coca Cola gets to put its
omnipresent monaker up also.
"
Through it all, movies stood
pristine in their purity. A product
that could be bought, and aft!'r being
bought didn't say a word about your
local friendly merchants. Imagine
that paying for a product and
enjoying it without hearing one
commercial advertisement.
But gone are the days of the little
man squirming around on the
drive-in screen tracked joyfully by
moviegoers' spotlights. Gone forever
are the public service announcements
of how to achieve community health
and welfare by using litter bags and
going to church. Gone are pure
movie previews unadulterated by
advertising.
Instead, before we get to see the
cartoon, before the beloved
previews, we are all subjected to
pawn shop ads, drycleaning ads and
even used car ads at both our

neighborhood walk-in and drive-in
theatres.
Where will it all end? Are we all to
be subjected to advertising in every
facet of our lives? Shall we never be
able to use our eyes, ears or
reasoning senses and be free of
commercials?
The time to stop it is now. Throw
popcorn bags on stage during theatre
commercials. Boo loudly at the
ushers. Put your feet on the row of
seats in front of you. Write your
protests on the restroom walls. Stick
gum to the seats. Do all of this in the
name of righteousness until this
travesty is erased from our land.
Theatre commercials must stop or
the integrity of man will again be
trampled in the dust in favor of the
disgusting urge to earn another buck.
Strike them now. Get commercials
out of our theatres.
This message brought to you by:
PERCIFAL'S POODLE
PAMPERING PARLOUR

New Mexicans al'l' asked to
Santa Fe to lobby for House Bill
16 Thursday, Feb. 25. This bill
will allow the state to set
regulations concerning water
supply, sewage and other
environmental considerations.
The day long peoples lobby for
the future of New Mexico is
sponsored by New Mexico citizens
for Clean Air and WalPr, Central
Clearing House, Sierra Club and
Friends of the Earth,. All are
conservation groups urging
the lobby efforts on grounds that
the land boom in the state is
causing damage to natural
resources by bringing in too many
people to be supported without
harming our environment.
"We have two major aims in
support of this bill," said Dave
Hillstrom, of The Friends of the
Earth a local environmental
agency: "First, the bill is aimed at
the land developers who install
inadequate water supply systems.
Second we are after the
developers who install septic tanks
instead or adequate sewage
systems," he said.
"Right now there are 28~ land
developers in the state carvmg up
about a million acn~s of New
Mexico," he said.
.
"This has meant approximately
8000 miles of unpaved roads in
the state " he said. One mile alone
of unpav~d road will kick up 145
tons of dust a year," he added.
'' Addi11g to problems many
land development companies have
created are wrecked landscape and
the space proble~ms enco_untt'red(
said Lane Ktrkpatnc!'• A1r
Management Engineer With the
Albuquetque Department of
Environmental Health.
"People in New Mt>xico should
re-evaluate> theit c011cept of
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